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NOTICE 

 
The students from all the branches and all the semesters are hereby informed that there is an 

opportunity for joining the upcoming Certification Program, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 

Developer Camp. The details along with the flyer and link for joining the program are attached 

herewith.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Sd/- 

Professor-in-charge, T&P 

MIT Muzaffarpur 
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TPO MIT Muzaffarpur <tpo@mitmuzaffarpur.org>

Fwd: Initiatives in January by Hack2Skill x | UiPath | Substrate | Polkadot 

Technical Engineer <ar01012000@gmail.com> Sat, Jan 22, 2022 at 3:15 PM
To: tpo@mitmuzaffarpur.org

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mohamed Faizal Jinnah <faizal@hack2skill.com> 
Date: Tue, 18 Jan 2022, 11:31 
Subject: Re: Initiatives in January by Hack2Skill x | UiPath | Substrate | Polkadot 
To: <ar01012000@gmail.com> 

Hi Ashutosh,

I'm sharing the registration link for UiPaths RPA, its promotional content and creative content. Please start sharing it
amongst everybody. Lets try to get a minimum of 200 registrants. 
-----
50% of the organizations are likely to invest in RPA & create jobs in the future.

 A right from scratch Bootcamp & Diploma series, to get an exclusive learning experience about RPA. Join now to start your journey in RPA with Experts. 

Register Now: https://bit.ly/MIT_RPADC

-------

Any doubt you can always contact me.Speak soon.

On Mon, 17 Jan 2022 at 13:09, Mohamed Faizal Jinnah <faizal@hack2skill.com> wrote: 
Dear Ashutosh,

 

Hope you are doing well,

 
Great to speak to you. I am writing to you with the intention to partner with your esteemed college, in a quest to upskill the students of your 

college and provide them with various career opportunities in the field of Robotic Process Automation (RPA).
 
Hack2skill, quintessential learning, an upskilling platform has joined hands with UiPath, a global software company for robotic process 

automation for their upcoming Certification Program, Robotic Process Automation(RPA) Developer Camp.
 
We cordially invite your college to become a partner for this initiative and offer your students a chance to be a part of this certification 

program. RPA Developer Camp is free of cost Certification Program offered by UiPath & Hack2Skill exclusively for students with both 

technical and non technical background, to enable them to begin a learning journey in the futuristic technology.

 
Various benefits that the students can avail themselves by being a part of the RPA Developer Camp after completing the certification are-

Internships and Job opportunities
Freelancing
Opportunity to learn & exclusive mentorship from Industry Experts.
Certificates & Merchandise.

 
 All about RPA Camp 

 
We Also have the following upcoming events for which we would like you to be part of -

 
Substrate Saturday- A Boot Camp by Polkadot India on the upcoming technologies in the Blockchain world, including Deep Tech, 
Substrate, Rust, etc. which includes insights on scope, development, and career opportunities in blockchain.
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DotFriday by Polkadot India- A knowledge and live interaction session on NFTs with a global leader of Punk.Network and 
NFTCastle.io, who will share insights on the same on the topic of discussion.

 

There are many perks for Hack2Skill partner colleges and students, which are mentioned as follows:

1. Official merchandise by Hack2Skill and the organizer for both students as well as faculty members acting as the POC.
2. Exclusive priority to the college for all upcoming events by Hack2Skill.
3. Opportunity to win cash prizes for students by participating in challenges.
4. A vast number of internship opportunities and job opportunities for students.

 
 
 
 
We would be elated to have your college as an academic partner for these initiatives and bring value and practical learning opportunities for 

the students and help them shape their knowledge graph.

 

I've attached the promotional content,creative and registration links for the blockchain events, please start sharing it. Do let me know the 

date confirmation for UiPath's RPA.

 

---------
 
It’s time to slide into the world of Blockchain Technology with the upcoming Polkadot India events.

 
After two power-packed sessions on Defi and NFTs, DotFriday is returning with an even more interesting topic of discussion- Decentralized 
Autonomous Organisations, DAOs.

 
To interact with global leaders on the topic of DAOs, Join in on 21st January 2022, by registering on this link-https://lu.ma/df_jan?tk=
jhmRFu
 
Want to learn more about blockchain?

 
Then, register for Substrate Saturday, happening on 22nd January 2021, a Deep tech Bootcamp focusing on providing Hands-on Training on 
Blockchain Technology like Substrate, Rust, Solidity, and more

 
Participants will have the opportunity to avail the following perks-

1. Certificate on completion of the Bootcamp Series
2. Official Swags by Polkadot India on answering quizzes correctly.
3. Opportunity to interact with Mentors directly.

 
Can’t wait any further? Register Now for Substrate Saturday- https://hack2skill.com/hack/ssjan?utm_source=mitm&utm_medium=email

See you there!

 
For queries, drop a mail at support@hack2skill.com

---------
 
To take the discussion further, we can get on a call and discuss in detail the prospect of this initiative.
 
 
--  
Thanks & Regards
Mohamed Faizal Jinnah
Operations
Ph: +91 8939493481
Hack2Skill || LinkedIn || Discord Community 
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 RPA Developer Camp 

 About 
 Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a software technology that enables the use of 
 computer software robots to build, handle, manage and deploy  repetitive, rule-based 
 digital tasks.  RPA is precise, accurate, and immune  to boredom. It can also be scaled more 
 easily than your human workforce. RPA can perform just about any rule-based work and can 
 do so through interaction with any software application or website. It’s a robotic connection 
 to the human world of the computer user interface. 

 The demand for RPA Knowledge has surged over the years, and as estimated is expected to 
 see a steep rise in the coming future due to the seamless process of deployment, pinpoint 
 accuracy, and cutting down of resources. 

 In a quest to get young technology students acquainted with RPA and offer diverse career 
 opportunities in the field, RPA Developer Camp, presented by UiPath and powered by 
 Hackskill has been launched. 

 RPADC is a Bootcamp, followed by a Beginner’s Certification Course offered by UiPath 
 Academy to enable tech students to kickstart their journey with RPA, understand RPA from 
 scratch, get industry insights, and practical learning opportunities. 

 Who can Participate? 

 RPA Developer Tech Camp is open to- 
 1.  Students of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Year of Technical Institutes from across India 
 2.  Freelancers 
 3.  Working Professionals 

 Perks - 
 RPADC aims at providing students, freelancers, and working professionals with right 
 from scratch training regarding RPA, industry insights, and real-world experiences. 
 To add value to this learning experience, there are certain benefits that participants 
 can avail themselves of on completion of the Certification. 

 ●  Certificate & T-shirt on successful Completion of the RPA Starter Course 
 ●  Access to Exclusive Internship Opportunities. 
 ●  Various Job opportunities. 
 ●  Certificate for college & Faculty POC 

 Academic Partners 
 RPA Developer Camp is being conducted in partnerships with multiple Technical Higher 
 Education Institutes across the country to facilitate industry learning experiences for students 
 and organise certification workshops exclusively. 


